
SERVED IN OUR 16 OUNCE OCEAN OASIS SOUVENIR CUP

BLUEBERRY PIÑA COLADA  ■  Made with Cape May Distillery’s  
Blueberry Rum and blended with fresh blueberries. .................$12

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI  ■  Nothing says summer fun like this  
frozen fusion of strawberries and rum. ...................................$11

PIRATE PUNCH  ■  Light and dark rum, a light blackberry brandy  
and banana liqueur, perfectly blended to create a potion many 
pirates drink with devotion. ..................................................$12

DIRTY BANANA  ■  No monkeying around with this Jamaican  
classic! Banana, crème de cocoa and light rum. .....................$11

PIÑA COLADA  ■  Passionate pineapple, creamy coconut, and rum make 
up this luscious, mellow and fragrant West Indies specialty. .......... $11

WATERMELON SPLASH  ■  Splash into the deep end with this  
refreshing blend of watermelon vodka, Sprite and cranberry. ...$11

MOJITO  ■  Dive into a refreshing combination of rum and sugar  
cane in this Cuban Classic. Classic mint or strawberry..............$11

JOHN DALY  ■  You deserve this refreshing mixture of lemonade  
and ice tea vodka.................................................................$10

WILDWOOD MULE  ■  Our twist on this classic cocktail. Tito’s vodka, 
ginger beer and lime juice is perfect on a hot summer day. ......$11

MARGARITA  ■  Originated as a wedding present for “Margarita”  
and are available in two south of the border tropical flavors.  
Classic Lime or Strawberry ....................................................$11
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GOLDEN ROAD WOLF PUP SESSION IPA (4.5%) CA $6.5
SOUTHERN TIER NU SKOOL IPA (6%) NY $6.5

BUDWEISER (5.0%) MO $5
MICHELOB ULTRA (4.2%) MO $5

CORONA EXTRA (4.5%) Mexico $6.5
COORS LIGHT (4.0%) WI $5

LEINENKUGEL SUMMER SHANDY (4.2%) WI $6.5
TWISTED TEA (5.0%) OH $6

TRULY SPIKED & SPARKLING (5.0%) $5.5
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MILLER LITE (4.2%) WI $5
CORONA LIGHT (4.1%) MEXICO $6.5

CAPE MAY IPA (6.3%) NJ $6.5
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FRESH FRUIT SANGRIA  
Our blend of a fruit wine cocktail. $8 

PINOT GRIGIO  $8               PINOT NOIR  $8

ASK YOUR SERVER ABOUT MORNING MIMOSAS

PLUS APPLICABLE TAXES
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SPECIALTY DRINKS SPECIALTY DRINKS

DRAFT BEER DRAFT BEER

CANNED BEER CANNED BEER

SANGRIA & WINE SANGRIA & WINE


